Ls3 engine diagram

GM created something amazing when they introduced their E-Rod crate engine package. You
get the same LS3 powerplant found in the new Camaro and Corvette. Alternately, you can go
with ECUs and engine harnesses from many other manufacturers. This post is going to talk
about how you connect your GM LS3 engine harness to your Infinitybox 10 or Circuit wiring
harnesses. Before you go anywhere, you must thoroughly read and understand the literature
that came from General Motors about your LS3 engine and the wiring harness. This link will take
you to the engine control harness literature from GM. Another important note, this post is only
going to talk about connecting the engine harness to the Infinitybox system. This is going to
include the main battery power, the ignition power, the fuel pump trigger and the cooling fan
trigger. Read the GM literature for all of the other electrical connections to the engine. The first
connection that must be made is the primary battery power to the fuse box in the engine
harness. GM recommends an 8-AWG cable running directly from the battery to the main battery
connection on the fuse box. This is a bolted connection on the side of the box. See the GM
literature for proper fusing of this power feed. There are three ground connections that must be
made on the engine harness. See the GM literature for more specifics on properly connecting
these grounds. See the configuration sheet that came with your Infinitybox system for the
correct wire color for your ignition output. This will connect to the pink wire in the engine
harness. The GM engine harness puts out a volt signal for the fuel pump trigger. You can also
use a relay to invert this signal. This link will take you to a schematic showing how to use a
relay to invert the fuel pump signal. Different versions of the LS3 engine harness have different
colors for the fuel pump wire. See the GM literature that came with your engine for more details.
Just like the fuel pump, the GM engine harness puts out a volt signal for the cooling fan. This
diagram shows the details of the connections between your Infinitybox system and the LS3
engine harness. You can download a PDF version of this wiring diagram by clicking this link.
This powers up the engine harness and the ECU. Let us know if you have questions about
connecting your E-Rod LS3 engine harness to your Infinitybox system. Click on this link to get
connected to a member of our technical support team. Great coverage of the raser tachyon
speed featuring our Infinitybox system. Thanks supercarblondie twitter. Great Job James!
Check out infinityboxllc install in a Charger. It is simple, clean and efficient. This combo gets
you speed sensitive control of your wiring. My son, James, has been working on the piano
version of the Marble Machine Song and just produced this video. Thanks for all the great
things that you do. GM LS3 Wiring. Recent Tweets Great coverage of the raser tachyon speed
featuring our Infinitybox system. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best
experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Its bore centers, the
distance between the centerline of each cylinder, has not changed since Chevrolet considers
the LS to be simply an extension - a new branch of the original small-block V8 tree. To this end,
Chevrolet announced that sometime during , the millionth small-block trundled down the
assembly line. Just ponder that ridiculously large number for a moment and you can appreciate
why this engine entertains so much attention. No engine in the history of the automobile comes
close. This one detail â€” the continuation of the bellhousing pattern - has probably done more
to promote and encourage the proliferation of the LS engine family in the performance industry
than any other single step. This seemingly insignificant choice offered an easy path for
enthusiasts to adapt the LS to existing transmissions. We will save information on the latest
Gen V gasoline direct injection GDI family of engines for a separate story, as that engine family
continues to evolve. The LS1 debuted with the C5 Corvette in This 5. Right away this meant
improved performance just from the reduction of roughly 50 pounds of dead weight compared
to the iron block Gen I small-block. The LS series of engines requires no distributor. Instead the
ignition is controlled by the ECU, firing a set of eight coils mounted near the spark plugs. The
LS family also utilizes a different firing order: The LS was originally intended and designed as
an alloy block. To add strength, engineers created a deep skirt block where the pan rail extends
below the bottom of the 4-bolt main caps using a pair of 8mm horizontal bolts to laterally locate
each main cap. Other major changes included a larger 55mm 2. Topping off the engine is a
thermoplastic composite intake manifold intended to reduce weight and lower inlet air
temperature. A multitude of variants of the original LS1 have been produced. While all the
attention is paid to the high performance engines with their big power numbers, the majority of
LS engines are actually aimed at truck and heavy-duty applications, equipped until just recently
with iron blocks and with one exception aluminum heads. If this lineup sounds a little bit like a
21 st century remake of the venerable , and perhaps the ci predecessors, you would be correct.
The 3. The next step was to increase displacement with the LS2 in by bumping the bore to 4.
This was followed soon by the larger displacement LS3 at 6. Previous LS engines had all
employed cathedral port heads. Many enthusiasts misinterpreted the move to the large intake
ports as a quest for increased airflow. But engineers were actually more interested in

minimizing pumping losses at part throttle by manipulating the throttle to reduce light throttle
engine vacuum in an attempt to improve fuel mileage. The biggest displacement leap occurred
with the LS7 7. This became the largest displacement LS family engine in the production lineup
with a 4. The longer stroke necessitated an increase in the cylinder bore length in order to
safely accommodate the additional piston travel through bottom dead center BDC. This requires
attention to detail when adding a longer crank beyond 4. While the remains the largest engine,
Chevrolet did more than just increase the size of its base engines from the 6. The major change
was a switch to a 58x 60 teeth minus 2 reluctor wheel on the crankshaft. Sophistication has also
emerged even with this supposedly antique pushrod engine configuration. Variable valve timing
VVT uses a vane-type cam phaser that works inside the cam gear under control by the ECU to
move the camshaft through as much as a degree advance-to-retard range. The advantage of
VVT is that the ECU can fully advance the cam to stabilize idle quality while retarding timing at
higher engine speeds to improve peak rpm horsepower. Valve overlap is not affected. This
ECU-controlled cam phasing limits the amount of additional lift and duration changes that can
be employed with a performance camshaft, which is why the aftermarket quickly came up with
phaser eliminator kits that convert back to a fixed cam position. When introduced in the fifth
generation Camaro, this larger engine came in two configurations; either as the LS3 with a
manual transmission, or as the L99 6. Both the intake and exhaust valve lifters in the four AFM
cylinders can be disabled by application of oil pressure that moves a pin that allows the piston
inside the lifter to move downward while the lifter body moves upward, following the cam lobe.
This disables the lifter so that the valves in these cylinders do not open. AFM lifters are easy to
spot as they include a large coil spring that sits atop the lifter. Spark is also disabled in the AFM
cylinders. All of this takes around 20 milliseconds to accomplish and is literally seamless to the
driver. Looking for LS Pistons? Click here to see the full JE Pistons Catalog! Obviously with the
complexity and additional components required for both VVT and AFM, these improvements
also limit the cam timing changes that can be made. So the aftermarket has responded by
offering both VVT and AFM delete kits that will replace the lifters and the cam phaser so that a
performance camshaft can be added. With this quick overview completed through Gen IV, we
can now dive into the major individual parts to give you a closer look at both features and
interchangeability of each of these components. With a variety of displacements and crank
strokes, there is an equally lengthy list of factory piston configurations. With only a few
exceptions, the majority of LS pistons are eutectic â€” meaning they are a silicon alloy but still
just cast pistons. Now with the LS engine clearing its 20 th year in production, the stock pistons
appear to be impressively durable. It appears there are far more problems with connecting rods
than with pistons. Production pistons use a 0. Perhaps the most significant evolutionary change
with LS pistons has more to do with the ring package. The trend in the modern engine age has
focused on narrower ring thicknesses in an attempt to improve both ring seal and reduce
friction. In decimal units a 1. Current Gen V engines now use even thinner rings. For
performance applications, the best advice is to upgrade to a forged aluminum piston. Forged
pistons offer strength and durability advantages far beyond the capability of a casting. While
most enthusiasts tend to evaluate piston durability by using horsepower as their standard, the
real load on any piston is the inertial forces created by engine speed. As rpm increases, the
piston is subjected to dramatically higher loads applied at top and bottom dead center when the
piston changes direction. This is not a compressive load but rather a tensile load where the
connecting rod attempts to yank the wrist pin out of the piston across TDC as an example. Just
remember, doubling the rpm increases the load on the piston by a factor of four. This is why a
given piston will live a long happy life at 6, rpm but with even a slight increase of rpm to
perhaps 6, rpm, this might be enough to dramatically shorten its life span from months or years
to mere hours or even minutes. There will be a far greater selection of iron engines available in
the used market compared to aluminum engines because iron truck engine production is so
much higher. One of the biggest differences from the old small-block is the reduction of the
number of head bolts per bank from 17 bolts to The easiest way to identify a Gen III block either
iron or aluminum is by the cam sensor located at the top of the block directly behind the lifter
gallery cover. The and earlier iron and aluminum blocks used two different head bolt lengths
while all later blocks changed to a common length. Cylinder bore diameter is perhaps the most
obvious differentiator with regard to iron or aluminum blocks. The iron 4. Next up in size is the
original 5. One advantage to the iron blocks is they enjoy a much greater wall thickness
allowing larger overbores. The aluminum blocks are cast with a thin iron liner that restricts
overbores to no more than 0. This is why the most popular way to increase displacement with
aluminum block engines is by increasing stroke. For the larger 4. Any planned large over-bore
block should first be sonic tested for wall thickness. A general rule is to retain a minimum wall
thickness of 0. The thrust sides of any V-style engine are the inboard wall of the left driver side

and the outboard wall of the right passenger side of the block. During combustion, it is these
sides of the cylinder wall that are exposed to greater piston loads. Because the LS family can
make such great power, even the factory realized that added cylinder pressure also meant
added heat. One solution that evolved out of racing was to keep the pistons cool by adding oil
squirters. The LS7 7. By directing a small stream of oil into the back side of the piston, this
would pull additional heat out of the piston crown, improving durability under high load. Since
then, this idea has been used on both the supercharged LSA 6. The majority of GM LS engines
employ a standard 3. The smaller displacement 4. All LS crankshafts will physically interchange,
but there are crucial details that can affect how well these swaps will actually perform.
Replacement reluctor wheels are available through any GM dealer. The next biggest hurdle for
production engine swappers is the size of the counterweight. The obscure detail is that nearly
all 5. This is important if you are mixing and matching LS engine parts because a 4. This means
the counterweight in the crankshaft must carry additional weight, known as the bob weight, to
compensate for the heavier piston. While you can use a 5. This will substantially increase the
cost of balancing the rotating assembly because heavy metal is expensive. The only way to
know for sure whether you can mix and match these cranks is to have them checked by your
local engine balancer. Another minor crankshaft difference occurs with any production engine
running a dry sump. The crank can be used with wet sump engines, but this distance must be
machined off the front of the snout. The LSA is the supercharged 6. It employs a stock length
snout because this is a wet-sump engine, but one significant change is its 8-bolt crankshaft
flange that will demand a matching LSA flexplate or flywheel. This is an excellent factory forged
crank that is affordably priced. While still technically a forged steel piece, the process differs,
starting with powdered metal. This is forged in melting process to create the basic rod. A slight
depression is created parallel with the intended cap parting line and then the cap is fractured to
separate it from the main body. This is the reason these rods are often referred to as fractured
cap not cracked â€” engineers abhor that term. The advantage is that this fracture creates
hundreds of peaks and valleys that serve to accurately locate the cap. Final machine work
includes drilling and tapping for capscrew fasteners and finish machining for its net inside
diameter. Ironically, the rod then uses the same connecting rod bearing as its large journal
small-block Chevy ancestor. This is a little technical tidbit you can drop at dinner parties to get
the conversation started! The disadvantage of the fractured cap technology is it prevents the
time-honored big-end rebuilding technique where the rod cap is machined flat to reduce the i.
This process cannot be accomplished with fractured caps. There is a shortcut some machine
shops use where they bead blast the fractured areas to reduce the big end i. This allows the
machinist to hone the rods to the proper i. The problem with this approach is that the bead
blasting rounds off the peaks and could potentially allow the cap to move. For a high
performance application, it should be obvious why this is not a good idea. From our research, it
appears there are at least three different rod bolts, and all appear to use different torque specs.
Version I used knurling to position the bolt in the rod. Version II used a small raised area in the
middle of the bolt to position it in the main portion of the rod and offers a pair of marks on the
head. A third bolt was used on LS6 engines and appears to be of higher quality. This brings up
issues of whether there could be changes to the big end of the bore with a higher torque value
applied to the bolt. But it is likely that with a higher torque value, the bearing clearance value
may change. All LS rods are 6. The 4. The LS7 connecting rod caused quite a stir in
performance circles when that 7. This was the first titanium connecting rod ever in a production
domestic engine and its uniqueness does not end with its material. While it might appear
attractive for its lighter weight, there are fundamental differences in small-end width that will
require a custom piston to accommodate their shorter length. Plus, the word on the street is
that these rods are not happy with higher than the stock 7, rpm LS7 redline. For a high-rpm
performance engine, any number of aftermarket steel rods will be less expensive, easier to work
with, and provide fewer balance issues. Because the stock powdered metal rods are not
designed for easy rebuilding, the recommendation for any performance street engine over
horsepower would be to invest in a set of aftermarket steel rods instead of relying on the
somewhat questionable strength of the powered metal stockers. Plus, aftermarket rods come in
longer lengths such as 6. The LS engine design began with a much more robust 55mm journal
diameter 2. This larger journal not only adds strength but also improves valvetrain dynamics.
All factory LS engines use hydraulic roller lifters with the same body diameter 0. These lifters
are not, however, interchangeable. Gen III engines place the cam sensor trigger wheel on the
back of the camshaft. Then with the 58x Gen IV engines, the cam sensor moved to the front of
the engine and used the cam drive gear as its shutter wheel. Other significant changes involved
the Gen IV cams moving from the traditional 3-bolt cam gear attachment method to a simpler
one-bolt affair. It is possible to retrofit a 3-bolt cam to a later engine as long as you follow all the

caveats. The first move was to a technology called VVT or variable valve timing. Among the
multiple advantages is the cam can be advanced at idle and low speed to improve idle stability
and then, depending upon load, rpm, and throttle position, the cam can be retarded to improve
power. By retarding the cam, this delays the intake closing point at higher engine speeds which
will aid cylinder filling. The whole AFM game revolves around a set of intake and exhaust lifters
that are essentially lost motion devices. Traditionally, lifters transfer the rotary eccentric motion
of a camshaft lobe into linear or up-down movement. With AFM, the lifter still follows the cam
lobe, but with a millisecond trigger, a pin is activated, allowing the lifter to continue to move but
the internal hydraulic lifter piston portion of the lifter remains stationary inside the lifter body.
Valve spring pressure ensures the intake and exhaust valves remained closed, so pumping
losses are minimized. This cylinder deactivation is accomplished on alternate cylinders in the
firing order 1, 4, 6, and 7 to produce a four-cylinder engine for low-rpm, light-load cruising
applications such as freeway driving. This improves fuel mileage since these deactivated
cylinders are also not supplied with fuel or spark. The conversion between four and eight
cylinders is imperceptible to the driver but does result in measurable fuel mileage
improvements. For those with a penchant for performance, there are several companies already
offering AFM delete kits since these lifters are heavier than stock and prone to malfunctioning
when pushed into higher engine speeds. The lifters are also susceptible to problems due to
debris screens clogging up in high mileage applications. Besides the mechanical aspect,
disabling the AFM also requires software changes. Back on the performance side of things, GM
has produced an absolute wealth of different production camshafts, most of which are very
tame, but there are a couple of worthy candidates for street engines. These are mostly
suggestions for mild power improvements for truck engines like the 5. It might appear that the
best cam would be the LS7 profile used in the 7. But our experience has shown that for mild
street LS truck engines, like the LQ4 for example, the additional 15 degrees of intake duration
and wider lobe separation angle tends to kill too much low speed torque. A much better choice
for that same LQ4 6. This cam still offers increased duration over the stock version but also
adds as much as 0. Swapping to this LS2 cam should be accompanied by improved valve
springs as well. If you are considering this swap, keep in mind that the LS2 cam was part of the
Gen IV configuration and will require converting to a front cam sensor. This involves
purchasing a new LS2 cam cover and cam sensor along with a new cam drive gear with the
appropriate sensor lugs. This gerotor pump is placed just ahead of the timing set using a long
pickup tube located at the rear of the engine pulling oil from the sump. Moving the oil pump
eliminates load on the camshaft, but also spins the pump at full engine speed which can dry up
a stock oil pan at elevated engine speeds â€” above 6, rpm. Like the small-block, the oiling
system follows a similar route, directing oil from the pump down a gallery on the driver side of
the block, and then up to main corridors that pass through the hydraulic lifters first, and then
down to the main bearings. Oil travels through the lifters, up the pushrods and then spills out
onto the rockers and springs before returning to the pan. The truck pans generally offer the
deepest sump, making them a poor choice for engine swapping because of ground clearance.
That may be true in the perfect world of building a car around the engine and oil pan. But from
an engine swap standpoint, these pans are almost universally avoided because the Corvette
pan uses very large lateral kickouts which fit within the confines of the Corvette but are near
impossible to fit into older chassis unless a custom crossmember is fabricated. Other
aftermarket pans like those from Champ pans Champpans. This overview should give you an
idea of the potential engines and applications that can be used for engine swapping into older
muscle cars. There are probably as many details omitted as there are included here, as the
information log on these engines continues to grow. But this introduction should give you a
place to start on your way to learning why the LS engine family has become the easiest way to
make excellent street power. Blog home Product lines. Posted in: Engine Tech Features. It has
become the most popular, most sought-after, and most studied GM engine of the 21 st century.
This is not employed, because with the flush bellhousing position, the bolt would intrude into
the Number 8 cylinder. This bolt is relocated to the top middle position to maintain 6 bolts
retaining the transmission. JE's brand new Ultra series line for LS engines is packed with some
of the best design features they have to offer, such as ceramic crown coating, Perfect Skirt
coating, lateral gas ports, premium ring set, upgraded pins and a revolutionary new forging
style. See the full line HERE. The LS was originally designed as an aluminum block engine with
a deep skirt design, using four-bolt mains with a pair of horizontal cross-bolted fasteners. The
blocks are fitted with relatively thin iron bore liners that limit maximum overbore to 0. Truck
engines that entered service in were initially all iron block engines with aluminum heads. This is
an early LQ4 iron truck engine with iron heads. By , all truck engines used aluminum heads.
This is the Gen IV LS2 cover with an integrated cam sensor as used in both the 24x and 58x

engine packages. Between and , this L99 engine was offered in the Camaro. With the exception
of the supercharged LS9 that uses a forged piston, all factory LS engines employ a cast
aluminum piston with a 1. This is a stock cast piston from a 5. JE's line of asymetrical pistons
are available in dome, dish , and flat top applications and are designed to reduce friction while
increasing strength. The main difference between a LQ4 6. The easiest way to differentiate them
is to inspect the piston top. A dished piston makes it a LQ4 engine while the LQ9 uses a flat top
piston. Gen III engines placed the detonation sensors in the lifter valley. The Gen IV update
moved these sensors to the side of the block. This is a quick way to identify either version. This
requires its own unique flat flexplate when used with an automatic trans. All LS engines place
the thrust bearing in the center or Number 3 main. All LS engines use a crankshaft-mounted
reluctor wheel with either 24x or 58x tooth counts. This is an aftermarket steel crankshaft. The
majority of LS engines rely on a forged powdered metal connecting rod with a fractured cap to
improve rod cap integrity. Standard rod length for most LS engines is 6. The exceptions are the
LS titanium rod that is shorter, and the longer 4. The easiest to identify are the first two
versions. This illustration shows the small punch marks that indicate first or second versions.
This is a crucial identification since there are different torque specifications for each. All LS
engines use a much larger 50mm journal camshaft which is gun-drilled to reduce weight. Gen III
cams place the cam sensor reluctor at the rear of the cam foreground. Later Gen IV cams
background place the sensor on the front cover and use triggers positioned on the cam gear. To
save time when swapping cams, GM designed this slick plastic holder that prevents the lifters
from spinning in the lifter bore. If you remove the rocker arm load from the lifters and turn the
engine over at least three revolutions, the retainers will capture the lifters in the up position,
creating sufficient clearance to remove and replace the cam without removing the heads. All LS
engines locate the gerotor style oil pump on the crankshaft flange just ahead of the cam gear
drive. This illustration of the oiling circuit reveals the long distance the oil must travel on the
suction side of the front-mounted pump. Like its small-block antecedent, it also feeds the
hydraulic roller lifters first, before finding its way to the main bearings. Many aftermarket blocks
reverse this order by prioritizing the main bearings first and then the lifters and valvetrain.
Remember Me? What's New? Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 20 of Thread: 6.
Thread Tools Show Printable Version. I was thinking about RPM and up adding 5 - 7 deg, but
was looking for some input first. I'm running 93 octane for what that means today. The car is a
G8 GXP to answer any weight questions. I wonder if I could have found something lighter, like a
Suburban? Thanks, Mark. Last edited by StoneJohnson; at AM. Hmmm, that's pretty funny. You
probably have other tables pulling the timing. HP Tuner tuned by me. Originally Posted by
69lt1bird. Is the L76 similar in the amount of timing you can use? Typical the LS3 like low
timing, and the same goes for the L Higher then 25 degrees net a small hp increase and have
seen reduction in torque numbers. The times in my sig where ran with that timing. The crate
engines with the hot cam and ASA cam. Originally Posted by madvette Originally Posted by
Phil'sC5Vette. I drove Ian's car last week, and I have to say it feels just as fast as my Heads and
cam C5. Actually a little better and that pissed me off lol. Listen to what he says. Originally
Posted by CactusG8. Whom ever said 24 max wins. I actually get my best times with the
following spark. No knock. Just because it does not knock does not mean it is making more
power. At the track it shows no kr with But it slows down. And that is with a rich The engines
and heads are so efficient that the burn happens quickly. Only when your heads are inefficient
is the burn slower and you need more timing. But go ahead run them at 26 plus and go slower.
Running 93 octane and TR6 plugs. I have added quite a bit just off idle, but that was for light
load surging with the cam Stock 5. Originally Posted by ultimate lsx tuning. That's a completely
different animal now being a though. I agree. But I would not think it would want more timing
with more compression. But then again I will see this Friday as sometimes you think something
and the dyno proves you wrong. More efficient heads require less ignition timing to make
power. The most hated, make the most power. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. All times are
GMT The time now is PM. An automotive engine is a diverse collection of static and moving
parts, ranging from the engine block to the crankshaft to cylinder heads, but without proper oil
flow and control, none of those parts would be able to function properly. The General Motors LS
engine platform has a variety of different oiling methods employed through a diverse range of
designs developed through the last decade, mainly to address issues that were discovered as
performance levels increased. The factory oil pump in wet sump applications is bolted to the
front of the block and driven via the crankshaft, pulling oil from a pickup in the oil pan. The
factory pan designs are very shallow, and the majority of the oil volume is housed up inside the
deep-skirt block. The deep skirt block can create more issues than it solves, however. The block
is good from a strength standpoint, as it provides extra meat in high stress areas and secures
the crankshaft well, but on the other side of the equation, it makes it difficult for the oil to return

through the use of a traditional oil pan. Fear not, LS owners. Thanks to the work of a number of
aftermarket companies like Aviaid , Armstrong Race Engineering , Moroso , Canton Racing
Products , and Dailey Engineering , there are plenty of solutions to assist you in getting the
most reliable horsepower possible from your LS-platform engine. The factory pump in both
wet-sump and hybrid applications uses a crank-driven gerotor design and traditional pickup to
supply oil to the engine. The most important reason for GM building the system this way is to
maximize oil control â€” by pulling the oil out of the pan and storing it externally, the issue of
starving the engine of oil was supposed to be a thing of the past. The LS7 engine is of course
very popular in other types of cars, yet this system, and many of our others can be still be used.
This system utilizes the same ultra-efficient windage tray design we use in all of our LS series
dry sumps. The tray traps the oil as soon as it leaves the crankshaft, and retains it below,
allowing the scavenge pumps to do their job. This system is also available in Stage 3 where we
add another Roots pump to add even better scavenging. We are designing an all new system for
the new Stingray Corvette, and the first units will be in production by late spring , available from
Katech. We implemented dry sumps on those vehicles because of the lateral G capabilities and
anticipated track usage. The new LT1 engine in the Corvette Stingray also uses a dry-sump
oiling system. One of the critical issues that crops up during competition use with the LS family
of engines is excessive crank windage. Due to the deep skirt factory block, the crankshaft is
constantly rolling around in the oil supply, and as RPM levels increase, the factory pans can
actually become empty, starving the engine of lifeblood when it is most necessary. One notable
item brought to light is that the oil pump in past engines like the small-block Chevy was driven
from the camshaft, which turns at half engine speed, and the LS-style pumps are driven at full
engine speed from the crankshaft. Initially we created a hybrid dry sump system using the stock
pressure pump and a grafted-on two section external scavenge pump to create essentially with
the Z06 â€” GM did it internally, and we did it semi-externally. Once we convert these cars over
to an external pressure section and what we consider a properly configured dry sump system,
we are able to solve the problem. It allows the owner to retain the factory air conditioning,
power steering, oil filter, cooler, tank and plumbing. Moroso and Canton Racing Products offer
many different oil pan styles, from stock-replacement wet sump pans to dry sump pans to swap
pans for vehicles never supplied with an LS engine. They provide a baffled tank insert for the
factory tank that helps to control the oil and direct it towards the pickup, preventing starvation
under hard cornering. The insert includes a stamped aluminum screen and foam breather
element to help separate the air and oil. Also included in the kit is a cage insert and windage
tray that gets installed into the factory pan to help control the oil and keep it in the sump rather
than in the crankcase. The last part of the kit is the included single stage pump that works in
conjunction with the factory scavenge pump to double the scavenge capacity and circulate the
oil more efficiently. It mounts to the cylinder head and is driven with a belt through the use of a
custom combination drive pulley that works with the stock serpentine drive. It permits the air
conditioner and other accessory-driven items to remain in place. The air conditioner and other
FEAD assemblies remain in place with this design. The system has been used successfully in
many different road racing venues. Once we convert these cars over to an external pressure
section, and what we consider a properly configured dry sump system, we are able to solve the
problems. It provides increased volume and pressure adjustability, but keeps the oil within the
engine block. By moving to the external pump, the company is able to drive the pump at half
engine speed and remove much if not all of the cavitation induced by the internal pump
configuration. It does so by driving the pump from a new crankshaft hub that accommodates
the harmonic damper. This system mounts the pump directly to the block and includes a
modified LS2 cast oil pan and drive belt and allows you to remove the factory oil pump. It uses
the factory crankshaft-mounted pump to provide the oil pressure, then changes out the rest of
the oiling system components to aid in oil control using a scavenge-only two stage pump and
Gilmer drive gear. Its design packages neatly in the engine compartment. The pump mounts to
the cylinder head with an included bracket, a choice of two different pans, three different sump
tanks with different capacities, the drive pulley and lines and fittings. This system maintains its
street manners by retaining the factory air conditioning, provides cooler operating
temperatures, and eliminates parasitic horsepower loss through excessive windage. For a more
serious racer, the Aviaid LS-B system uses a two-section scavenge pump that mounts to the
factory air conditioning bracket and offers the same oil tank and pan upgrades as the LS-A
system. Left - Aviaid's LS-D full dry-sump system is one of the most complete solutions for LS
owners looking to get to the next level. Left Middle - Both dry sump pumps and external wet
sump pumps are driven from a Gilmer-style toothed belt directly from the crankshaft. Right This Peterson Fluid Systems' four-stage dry sump pump has four scavenge sections and one
pressure section - this would be plenty of oiling capacity for all but the most extreme LS race

engines. You'll see more engine vacuum using this design, which will help to produce even
more horsepower thanks to the improved ring seal. It uses a Roots-lobe scavenge section and
is driven from the crankshaft through the use of an HTD belt. The main advantage to using a full
dry sump design is complete oil control â€” while the wet sump design is acceptable in most
applications, taking the oil out of the pan and running it through the external components takes
crankshaft windage and oil aeration from the equation, in addition to removing the possibility
for starving the engine for oil in high-G situations. For full dry sump applications, ARE improves
upon their Stage I system with their Stage II version, which includes all of the same components
yet replaces the stock pressure pump with a dedicated three stage dry sump pump and
adjustable pressure regulator. They also offer a Stage III system, which changes the pump for a
four stage pump with three scavenge sections and one pressure section, along with a different
pan. Our Stage 3 systems have become the most popular, with the four-stage dry sump pump
tucking in very close to and mounted directly to the block. It incorporates a three-lobe Roots
scavenge section which optimizes the scavenging. Our Stage 1 systems utilize the stock
internal pressure pump, and somewhat simplifies the system, which are still available in 2 or 3
scavenges. Since the internal pump is now getting a constant supply of oil from the dry sump
tank, it works extremely well; however, our Stage 3 systems will always be the ultimate. These
are optional, and can also be added at any time. This ARE pan uses an integral windage tray to
pull the oil away from the rotating assembly and send it out to the pump and tank. There are
many issues an oil pan builder faces when designing a pan to work for an application â€” most
importantly, that it fits within the space and size requirements while still performing under
pressure. The LS has become one of the hot choices for racers looking to fast on a budget
thanks to the wide and inexpensive availability. Canton Racing Products and Moroso are on the
hunt to provide a pan for nearly any vehicle. Aviaid offers a number of full dry sump conversion
systems targeted towards the serious racer who is looking for every last bit of performance
from their LS engine. The versatile LS-C system includes a three-section pump that mounts
directly to the block, a new stamped steel dry sump pan, windage tray, the aforementioned
Super Damper drive system, and all lines and fitting elements to install onto your engine. This
system provides the ability to regulate your oil pressure. They also offer the LS-D system which
moves to a four- or five-stage pump. The tri-lobe scavenge sections have individual timing
gears to ensure proper clearance, variable spring rates to help you optimize your oil pressure,
and custom pressure section sides to provide increased efficiency. Horsepower gain is
maximized because there is virtually no oil in the pan and no internal pump, allowing the
windage tray or screen to run the full length of the pan. Other advantages of a dry sump system
include a remotely mounted oil tank for increased capacity, the ability to easily add remote oil
coolers, more consistent oil pressure, adjustable oil pressure, improved scavenging and
increased ring seal due to greater oil pan vacuum. They feature a twisted rotor design in both
the scavenge and pressure bodies, and are suitable for many different applications. Different
part numbers apply for left and right sides, while a high-volume design is available for those
combinations with a greater need for oil supply such as pin oilers and valvetrain sprayers. Their
upgraded rotor design featuring 1. The oil in a properly designed oil tank is always going to be
less affected by g-forces than oil sitting in an oil pan so the pickup will stay covered. Dailey
Engineering builds custom dry sump oil pumps with Roots-style scavenge rotors and spur gear
pressure sections. The newest iteration of Project BlownZ's engine uses a Dailey Engineering
custom six-stage dry sump oiling system. The deep skirt design of the block offers substantial
power-handling advantages when paired with a proper oiling system upgrade, and has proven
itself in countless road racing and drag racing applications. We will safeguard your e-mail and
only send content you request. We promise not to use your email address for anything but
exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. Swap
Stuff There are many issues an oil pan builder faces when designing a pan to work for an
application â€” most importantly, that it fits within the space and size requirements while still
performing under pressure. Latest News. More Stories. Horsepower delivered to your inbox.
Subscribe Now. We'll send you raw engine tech articles, news, features, and videos every week
from EngineLabs. We think you might like EngineLabs Thank you for your subscription. No
thanks. Late Model LS Vehicles. Drag Racing. Find out what went into this cid LS3 build and
how much power it ultimately made! Needless to say, we were very intrigued to know more. It
turned out that Brandon has been drag racing all his life thanks to his dad being a racer himself
who owned hot rods, street cars and even built an all-out drag car. Brandon got interested in
cars as a middle schooler and started racing at 16 years old. Using my roots of being an
all-motor guy coupled with a basic or run of the mill engine design, I had this dream or
challenge to myself of seeing what kind of power you can make with a stock cubic inch LS.
However, after his father died, Brandon stopped driving the truck. We made sure that the block

was good. We checked the bearings and did a cylinder wall check and everything looked good.
It was a good foundation to build on. Everything done to the LS3 bottom end was done using
stock dimensions to a GM cid motor. For the rotating assembly, Tyson chose to use a Callies
Stealth crank, a set of Carrillo rods and custom Diamond pistons that matched the stock bore.
The stock valve angle on these motors is 15 degrees and we wanted to leave it at the standard
degree valve angle to make it a true challenge. Eric [Roycroft] did a ton of porting in order to get
good airspeed down to the valves. He was able to get a five-angle valve job done on the heads
and increased the valve to about as large as we could go. There was a lot of time put into the
head work and the porting, especially with a naturally aspirated application like this LS3 would
be. A lot of time went into the intake and head porting and Eric spent countless hours getting as
much airspeed as possible through the heads, but also eliminating turbulence when the
airspeed got down to the valve. In addition, the block got half-filled with cement to the water
deck for added strength. We went with the biggest cam that we could from COMP Cams, which
was over lift, and we topped it all off with a set of Jesel rockers and a set of Morel. With the
heads dialed in, it was time for Brandon to choose an intake and carburetor set up. We needed
to be able to put the most fuel and good air down into the intake and we knew we would need
not only a big carburetor, but an efficient carburetor to work up in that 9, rpm range. I wanted to
make the most power out of it I can. What meant a lot to Brandon is not so much the feat of
making a lot of power with the stock cubic inch LS3, but that a lot of guys out there can build an
engine just like this. Magazine Current Issue Past Issues. Connect with us. Advertise Subscribe
Contact Us. Engine of the Week cid LS3 Engine. By Greg Jones. Engine of the Week is
presented by. Watch Engine Builder's latest discussions and explanations. Shop the latest
Engine Builder merchandise. Stay up to date by signing up for the Engine Builder newsletter.
Shop Solutions: Shop Solutions February Video Series View More Videos. Podcasts Listen To
More Podcasts. Buyer's Guide Supplier Spotlight. Learn More. LS-engine swaps have been
taking over the hot-rod scene for quite a while. LS engines are abundant in salvage yards, and
with the aftermarket flooding the hobby with swap-related necessities, you can have a reliable
engine that is right at home in nearly any driving condition. Whether you crave the look of a
vintage or small-block, a fuelie, or a vintage Tri-Power, your LS can look the part. Those
considering this type of swap truly want the benefits a modern drivetrain offers. However, while
some are content with the modern look of the LS, others are hesitant to change their mill
because they prefer the classic look of a traditional small-block. Boys and girls, you can have
your cake and eat it too. Starting At The Top. If you like the appearance of a fuelie Vette intake
â€” which also looks right at home in any classic Chevy â€” LS Classic has one that mimics the
original. LS Classic designed these manifolds to give a vintage-Chevy vibe to your restomod
while utilizing some modern LS3 components such as injectors, drive-by-wire throttle body, and
intake gaskets. Since this unit uses the stock LS3 injectors and throttle body, it does not come
with these items, which helps save you a little cash. The fuelie intake comes in two designs.
One is the early style left and the other mimics the '63 style right. The intake is designed to fit
LS3 cylinder heads and adapts to LS7 and cathedral-port heads with available billet spacers. It
uses OEM rubber intake gaskets for optimal sealing and is a two-piece design, just like the
original. If you want your induction to resemble a Tri-Power unit , here it is. As you can see, it
pays tribute to the baddest-looking intake ever found on a big-block Corvette. Although not a
true Tri-Power induction, the general appearance is a true head-turner. This kit includes the
intake, throttle bodies, fuel rails, and air cleaner assembly. However, it does require you to
supply fuel injectors. The package is available to fit both cathedral and LS3 intake ports. The
design traditionalizes the LS engine by concealing the large, bulky drive-by-wire throttle body of
the LS3. This kit includes the intake manifold, fuel rails, and air cleaner assembly, and is
available for either cathedral or LS3 intake ports. The throttle body and fuel injectors are not
included; those items can be taken from the LS engine you are using for your swap. It must be
used in conjunction with an ECU that supports both drive-by-wire and speed density tuning.
Again, the Holley Terminator X is a perfect choice. Since the LS intake is not fully sealed to the
top of the engine, you will also need a valley plate. This is great for early and powered hot rods
if keeping the original appearance is important. It is sold in a natural finish that can be painted
or powdercoated. You can choose an early style with a breather tube, or a later style, which
hides the vent under the throttle body location. Included is a billet oil-pressure sensor
relocation mount, DOD seals, and hardware needed to mount the valley plate. One of the
biggest complaints we hear against doing an LS swap has to do with the absence of the
distributor. Traditionalists are adamant about this. While distributors have been around for a
long time, coil-on-plug systems are the go-to setup for the OEM and aftermarket. The company
starts with a set of un-terminated plug wires that pass through a hollow, cast-aluminum
distributor body. The distributor bolts to the top of the valley plate using the rear valley plate

mounting holes. While it is not an actual distributor, it does give the engine the proper
traditional look many are after. This kit includes the distributor housing, terminals, boots, and
wires. You will need a set of plug wire crimpers to complete the wire set. The LS Classic
distributor is not a true distributor, but it will give your LS engine the look of a vintage
points-style unit. All it takes is some creative routing of the plug wires. However, you will have
to keep the positioning within the length of the plug wires. At one time, keeping a traditional
look regarding valve covers was a difficult task. That has changed. The finned LS valve covers
are the perfect finishing touch to your retro-looking LS swap. These cast aluminum valve covers
accept OEM rubber seals and come with all necessary mounting hardware. Various styles of
valve covers are available. If you want your LS to have the finned corvette look, no problem.
Maybe you prefer big-block valve covers? Yup, it has them. There are even covers fashioned
after the engine. Since we do not use an adapter â€” like most companies â€” there is less
chance of leaking and no added height. The finned cover has an area for custom laser
engraving if you choose to include this. The casting is thick enough for drilling and tapping to
include the fittings of your choosing. Everyone wants a big block under their hood, and you can
even adorn your LS engine to appear as such. These big-block valve covers are designed to
give the appearance of a big-block Chevy, again, without using any adapters. The covers are
made from cast aluminum and include a billet filler cap. They come with all the necessary
mounting hardware, and sealing is accomplished with stock GM LS-style valve cover gaskets.
Sold in a natural finish, they can be painted, powdercoated, polished, or even chromed. Talk
about cool and classic, the W-head-style valve covers are designed to look like those found on
a or Chevy, while fitting the LS engine. Again, this is done without the use of adapters. These
covers are also made from cast aluminum and include load spreaders with screws, stickers, and
all the mounting hardware needed. Again, sealing is accomplished with stock LS valve cover
gaskets. Like the other valve covers, these are sold in a natural finish, but can be painted,
powdercoated, polished, or chrome plated. Finally, LS Classic also offers a complete crate
engine package that makes getting a traditional-looking LS engine easier than ever. According
to the company, your new mill starts with a brand-new horsepower LS3 from Chevrolet
Performance. The LS Classic team then paints it orange if you so desire and installs your
favorite components to create the perfect crate engine for your project. After verifying your
engine will start and run with no issues, the guys put it back in the original GM crate with the
electronics and ship it directly to you or your builder. The engines also require a starter,
thermostat and housing, and the appropriate oil pan to fit your vehicle. These
truck 7 pin plug wiring
08 mirror conversion wiring
hopkins rv plug wiring diagram
are entirely custom packages tailored to your needs. Since making your LS swap look like a
classic engine is now as easy as bolting on a few parts, what are you waiting for? Now you can
have the benefits of a modern engine and still have the classic look you cherish. All you need to
do is reach out to LS Classic today. Build your own custom newsletter with the content you love
from Chevy Hardcore, directly to your inbox, absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your e-mail
and only send content you request. We'll send you the most interesting Chevy Hardcore
articles, news, car features, and videos every week. We promise not to use your email address
for anything but exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors
Advertising. News All News New Products. What is Pro Touring? Article Sources. LS Classic.
Chevrolet Performance. Latest News. New Products. More Stories. Hardcore Chevys in your
Inbox. Subscribe Now. We think you might like No thanks. Drag Racing. Engine Tech.

